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**SUMMARY**

The aim of the paper is to present the Swedish types of 3D property, how they are designed and related to each other, and to make a comparison with other types of 3D property that can be found internationally. The Swedish 3D property system is presented and compared with the international standard types of 3D property. In this comparison examples are drawn from e.g. Germany and the Australian states New South Wales and Victoria.

It is possible to find a number of different types of 3D property when making an international survey. The main types are the independent 3D property, the condominium (apartment ownership) and indirect ownership. In comparison with these standard types, the Swedish forms of such property are very similar to each other. In the legislation, the condominium unit is even defined as a 3D property unit, but intended only for one residential apartment. The same regulations as for traditional 2D property will apply also to the 3D property, with only a few special regulations added.

The Swedish tenant-ownership type is an indirect ownership form of 3D property right, which is more similar to the condominium type than the Swedish condominium form. The Swedish 3D property unit falls in between the independent 3D property unit and the condominium, e.g. since the boundaries usually relate to a construction and not coordinates and that there often is a formal association managing the common parts relating to the 3D property, similar to an owners’ association within a condominium scheme. A condominium property unit can only be formed for accommodation purposes and not e.g. offices, and only in new buildings, or buildings that were not used for accommodation during eight years before the property formation of the apartment units.

Hence, there is a variety of types of 3D property existing in Sweden although differing somewhat from the more standard types. However, it can be noticed that certain elements are needed for all 3D property and the basic construction of the different forms is also rather similar even though the legal systems differ. A comparison of 3D property types may give input to a deeper understanding of 3D property in general and point to new solutions in the development of the concept of 3D property on a national level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internationally it is possible to find many different types of 3D property rights in different countries and legal systems. Describing these types is often made with focus on national conditions and regulations, with little comparison with other countries and their forms of 3D property (see e.g. Paulsson and Paasch 2011). When making categorisations of these types and trying to fit existing national types into these categories, difficulties may occur since national peculiarities may prevent simple comparisons (see e.g. van Oosterom et al. 2011).

The aim of this paper is to present the Swedish types of 3D property, how they are designed and related to each other, and to make a comparison with the standard types of 3D property that can be found internationally. This is a development and continuation of the research on the categorisation of 3D property as presented in Paulsson (2007) 3D Property Rights - An Analysis of Key Factors Based on International Experience. It brings a new perspective to this research by showing types that may not quite fit into the standard categories found internationally and includes the Swedish condominium property in the study which did not exist at the time of mentioned research. It also adds to the on-going FIG Working group on 3D Cadastre (see e.g. van Oosterom et al. 2011), which so far just has made a general comparison of 3D property rights, using Australia as an example. No classification of 3D property rights with a comparison of those was made in the FIG study and not all key factors, such as management, from Paulsson (2007) were considered in that study. The FIG study is also more technically oriented than the Paulsson study, which focuses on legal aspects of 3D property rights.

The Swedish 3D property system is presented below and compared with the international standard types of 3D property. In this comparison examples are drawn from e.g. Germany and the Australian states New South Wales and Victoria. These legal systems represent two different ways of dealing with 3D property that fit quite well into the standard categories found internationally. The purpose of the paper is not to describe the current systems or compare their development, but to compare 3D property types and general solutions. The study uses the classification of 3D property rights from Paulsson (2007) and compares the three main forms of Swedish 3D property rights to the corresponding standard types from that classification. The comparison focuses mainly on the key factors for a successful and lasting system of 3D property rights that were presented in Paulsson (2007). Since these factors seem to be important for 3D property (Paulsson 2007), it may be interesting for readers from other legal systems to be presented with examples showing in which way 3D property rights can differ and how new forms can be introduced and adapted to the existing legal system.
2. TYPES OF 3D PROPERTY

There does not seem to exist any internationally valid definition of 3D property (see Paasch and Paulsson 2011), but it usually refers to real property that is legally delimited both horizontally and vertically (Paulsson 2007, p. 31). It is possible to find a number of different types of 3D property when making an international survey. The types have typical features, and there are similarities between the variants of these types that exist in the different countries. However, there are still differences depending on legal system, traditions, society, etc. Even though the specific features for each type of 3D property depend on the legal system in the specific country, it is still possible to categorise them in some main groups. However, there are not always clear boundaries between the categories and it might be difficult to fit the specific 3D property form within a country into one single category. The main types of 3D property rights that can be found internationally, if including the full range of such rights in the broad sense, are the independent 3D property, the condominium (apartment ownership), indirect ownership and granted rights (Paulsson 2007, p. 32). Only the types that are relevant for this study and the Swedish case are described further below.

Table 1. Types of 3D Property Rights (Paulsson 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Independent 3D property</th>
<th>(a) Air-space parcel</th>
<th>(b) 3D Construction property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2) Condominium</td>
<td>(a) Condominium ownership</td>
<td>(b) Condominium user right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Condominium leasehold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Indirect ownership</td>
<td>(a) Tenant-ownership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Limited company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Housing cooperative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Granted rights</td>
<td>(a) Leasehold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Servitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Other rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Independent 3D property

The *independent 3D property* (1) refers to a volume of space that is subdivided and separated from the rest of the property. It is an independent form of ownership in the sense that it provides for the registration of separate three-dimensional property units (Sandberg 2001, pp. 203-204) independent from the underlying parcel (Mitrofanova 2002, p. 37). Thus, there is no need for any connection with the ground parcel. Neither is there any requirement of common parts for this type of 3D property (Paulsson 2007, p. 33). Often it is a larger unit, including several apartments or offices, or used for facilities and infrastructure, such as tunnels. While the *air-space parcel* (1a) can comprise just a volume of air, the *3D construction property* (1b) has to be related to a building or construction. The relationship between the independent 3D property and its location on the ground is illustrated in the figure below.
property units is usually handled through agreements, such as easements, lease agreements or collateral reciprocal agreements, or through the general laws about neighbour relations (Sandberg 2001, pp. 203-204). The independent 3D property can be found in several countries, such as Sweden, Australia and Canada (Paulsson 2007).

2.2 Condominium
A type which is internationally more common than the independent 3D property is the condominium (2), or apartment ownership. It is usually defined as consisting of the ownership right to a part of a building, a share in the common property and membership in the owners’ association. These 3D properties are not as individual as the independent 3D property type, but relate more to a sharing model with co-ownership and a framework for the relation between the units (Sandberg 2001, p. 204). The condominium is owned like a piece of land as an independent unit that can be owner-registered and mortgaged, but connected to it is a share in the common property (Bejrum et al. 2000, pp. 40, 43). The condominium must relate to a surface parcel on which the building is erected (Stoter 2004, p. 68). This type is mainly used to subdivide a building into several apartment units, which are each owned by separate owners. The condominium in most countries is used for residential purposes, although it can also in some countries, such as Germany, be used for commercial and industrial purposes (Paulsson 2007). Since the condominium apartments share common property, there are certain demands on management and coordination between the owners. Management can be carried out by an association in which all condominium owners are members and do the work together, or a professional manager can be used for this purpose.

The two main condominium types are the condominium ownership (2a) model and the condominium user right (2b) model. The condominium ownership model, also called the dualistic form, refers to an apartment which is owned independently like a piece of land and is regarded as a real property unit. Land and common parts of the building are jointly owned. The condominium user right model, or the monistic form, means that it is both the building and the surrounding land that are owned jointly by the condominium owners and then the owner only has a certain share in the common property. To this share is connected an exclusive right to use a specific condominium apartment in the building. The condominium building consists, in the most common case, of apartments, which are privately used, and common parts, which may include parts of the building such as roof, facades, stairs, elevators and other facilities, as well as main pipes providing certain services. It is a common and widespread form and exists all over the world in areas such as Australia, Canada and South America (see e.g. van der Merwe 1994; Paulsson 2007). The condominium ownership type can be found e.g. in Sweden and Germany. The condominium user right type exists, for instance, in Norway and the Netherlands.

2.3 Indirect ownership
The indirect ownership (3) form of apartment ownership has a legal person as the formal owner, which stands between the resident and the property (Nordisk Ministerråd 1997, p. 22), thus the ownership is indirect. This legal person could be a co-operative, an association, a limited company, etc. (Lilleholt et al. 2002, p. 29). It holds the title to the premises and grants rights of occupancy to apartments by different ownership-like rights (van der Merwe 1994, p. 185). Membership in the association gives the right to use an apartment in the building.
Indirect ownership forms of the 3D property include tenant-ownership (3a). The tenant-ownership represents a share in the capital of the association, not in the actual building. The right to use a specific dwelling is connected to the membership of the association. There is also the limited company (3b) system, where a joint stock company owns the property. Each tenant is granted an exclusive user right to a particular apartment in the building by acquiring shares in the company. The tenant-ownership type exists e.g. in Sweden and the limited company type is used e.g. in Finland.

It is also possible, and common, for a country to have a combination of the various types of 3D property rights in the legislation. There could, for example, be a further subdivision of the independent 3D property type into condominium apartments and a mixture with other forms within the same building, leading to a complex but often rather flexible system. This can be found in e.g. Australia. Legal systems with the condominium type in many cases also include forms of indirect ownership, as in the Swedish legislation, see further in section 3.

3. 3D PROPERTY IN SWEDEN

3.1 Independent property
The Swedish independent 3D property (3D-fastighet) was introduced in 2004, which makes it a rather new type of property in the Swedish legal system. It can be considered as a 3D construction property of the independent 3D property type and is defined as a property unit, which in its entirety is delimited both horizontally and vertically (Swedish Land Code, Chap. 1, s. 1a). One requirement for forming such property is that the 3D property unit must relate to a built construction or other facility. The property unit does not have to consist of a whole building or facility, but can comprise only a part of it. It is not bound to be located within one two-dimensionally delimited property, but may extend over or under several ground parcels. It can be used to delimit and separate different facilities or floors within a building or in the ground also in depth and height. An illustration of 3D property can be found in figure 1 below, where the 3D property unit is located in a building within the space of the traditional property unit.
The Swedish 3D property is, from a legal point of view, in principle the same as a traditional 2D property (Mattsson 2003). The same regulations as for other property-related rights apply also to the 3D property, e.g. the requirements for forming a property unit that are stipulated in the Real Property Formation Act, with only a few special regulations added for 3D properties, designed to reflect the particularities connected with that specific property type. One such regulation is that a 3D property may only be formed if this solution is found more suitable than other measures for obtaining the purpose. The 3D property formation must also lead to better management of the construction or facilitate its financing or construction. Another rule is that the 3D property unit may only be formed if the facility is already constructed, unless it is done to guarantee financing or the construction of the facility, but then only for a transition period (Swedish Real Property Formation Act Chap. 3, s. 1a). The 3D property unit must also be assured of the additional rights that are needed for its appropriate use (Swedish Real Property Formation Act, Chap. 3, s. 1a), such as rights for access to the property and to different facilities. If the 3D property is formed for residential purposes, it must comprise at least three apartment units (Swedish Real Property Formation Act, Chap. 3, s. 1a).

Swedish legislation also contains three-dimensional property space (3D-fastighetsutrymme), which is space that belongs to a property unit other than a 3D property, and which is delimited both horizontally and vertically (Swedish Land Code, Chap. 1, s. 1a). It contains a delimited space that is located within the space of another traditional property unit than to which it belongs. It is thus not a separate property unit, but is included in another traditional property unit. The 3D property space can be used for delimiting space that is more suitable to add to another property unit than where it is located, e.g. a parking space under another property, bridges or connecting tunnels or passages.
The 3D property is defined by x, y and z co-ordinates or other types of indication of its extent in the vertical dimension (Eriksson 2005, p. 7), such as constructions. However, the legislation is not very detailed in the sense that it does not give exact regulations, for example, on where the boundaries between property units are to be drawn or what forms of co-operation between property owners should be used to give access to the common parts of the building. There are guiding principles in the government bills and in the recommendations issued by Lantmäteriet (the Swedish mapping, cadastral and land registration authority) (see e.g. Lantmäteriet 2003 and 2009) on how to apply the law in this respect, but the property formation order is still based on judgments regarding what is suitable in the specific case. Also other decisions are left to be made in the property formation procedure. Some specific questions, such as insurance solutions, have to be solved by the industry without specific guidance from the legislation.

3.2 Condominium

The Swedish condominium (ägarlägenhetsfastighet) was introduced even more recently, in 2009. It belongs to the dualistic condominium ownership type in the sense that the resident owns the actual part of the building that the apartment constitutes and has a share in the common property. The condominium unit is defined as a three-dimensional property unit intended to contain nothing but one single residential apartment (Swedish Land Code, Chap. 3, s. 1a). It is thus in fact also a 3D property unit (of the independent 3D property type), but with the specific purpose of being used for just one apartment. An illustration of the Swedish condominium can be found in figure 2 below, where a building within the space of the traditional property unit has been subdivided into condominium (apartment) units A₁-A₆.

![Figure 2. Example of the Swedish condominium](image)
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Since the condominium is a 3D property, the same rules as for other 3D property units apply also to the condominium, but there are also some specific rules added just for this type. One rule is that such a property unit can be formed only for residential purposes, which was the intention behind this form of property. Another restriction is that it may only be formed in new buildings, or buildings that were not used for accommodation during eight years before the condominium was granted. The reason for this is to avoid any transformation of existing residential apartments into condominiums. At present there is an investigation by the Swedish government whether this restriction should be changed in the future (Dir. 2012:44). There is a rule that there must be at least three condominium apartment units closely connected to each other if granted within a building. In the same way as it is required for other 3D property units necessary additional rights, such as access and facilities, must be provided.

As a main rule the condominium unit should contain the apartment space and the surface of the separating structures. What parts of the building should be private or common is decided in the cadastral procedure. There is no compulsory form for cooperation between property units, but this need should preferably be solved by the formation of a joint facility and/or a joint property unit, which will include common property and facilities. Easement is another possible solution for such needs. The legislation does not provide that an association must be created for the management in all cases, although if joint facilities or joint property units are formed, an association is compulsory. This means that an association will be formed in most cases. Another role of the association is taking action against disturbances amongst the residents and creating clear rules for management. The association can also issue house rules for the use of the common property.

3.3 Indirect ownership
Tenant-ownership is a type of 3D property right that has existed in Sweden since 1930 (SOU 2002:21, p. 46). It is an indirect ownership type of 3D property and is, in many respects, similar to condominium ownership, but with the ownership representing a share in the capital of the economic association that owns the property instead of owning a physical part of the building (Brattström 1999, p. 83). That share gives a right to use a particular apartment in the property that the association owns. The right to use an apartment exists without limitation in time. This form provides a possibility for granting individual rights to a specific apartment without any independent 3D property or condominium rights. The management of the tenant-ownership building has to be in a co-operative manner, where the tenant-owner has the responsibility of maintaining the interior of the apartment, while the association takes care of the management of the building. Tenant-ownership still remains the main way in Sweden to obtain individual rights to a specific apartment without any independent 3D property or condominium rights.

4. COMPARISON OF 3D PROPERTY RIGHTS

4.1 Comparison of standard types
It can be noticed from the examples of 3D property in different countries that the types of 3D property rights can vary, e.g. regarding ownership, delimitation, common property and management. The ownership can range from independent ownership to different rights. Independent 3D properties usually involve the ownership of larger units, or units not
delimited by a specific building, while condominium mainly refers to ownership of single apartments for residential or other purposes. There are of course differences between different legal systems when it comes to type of property and the regulations of those. However, there are certain features that are common for all types of 3D property rights, but they can also be specific for one of these types. There are also variants of the main types and types closer to the user right form.

Even though the independent 3D property in my opinion seems to be getting more common internationally, there are still rather few countries that have this possibility, at least in comparison with the more common and wide-spread condominium type. This is also the case in many European countries, e.g. Germany that has its condominium ownership type (Wohnungseigentum), but no independent 3D property. It is of course possible for a country or legal system to have several types of 3D property rights that co-exist, as seen e.g. in New South Wales. New South Wales has the main forms stratum and strata titles. Stratum belongs to the independent 3D property type and is a horizontally subdivided property, which could be located both on the ground and in the air, with no need for connection with a building, i.e. it is an air-space parcel (Paulsson 2007, p. 157). Strata title is condominium of the ownership type and is a right to possess one of the separate lots/apartments into which a building can be subdivided. These forms can be combined in different ways. It can e.g. be possible for an independent 3D property unit to be subdivided into condominium units, which is the case in New South Wales where the stratum unit can be further subdivided into several strata title units. In developments with mixed use, such as for residential and retail, there may be a need for parts of a building to be divided into apartments and for other parts of the building to be separately owned.

The types of 3D property that are used include also other similar forms and are interconnected, with the same kind of features and interaction with each other. The relationship between them is both complex and flexible. In other countries there are fewer types and they can be used more separately, for different purposes. Several countries that have the condominium form also have other types of property rights intended for apartments, such as indirect ownership as tenant-ownership, or tenancy. Except for Sweden, such a situation can also be found in e.g. Denmark and Norway (Brattström 1999, p. 143). Thus, the 3D property types should not be considered as a list of alternatives where one of them should be selected as the only form to be used in a country. Instead it can be found that there is both a need and room for several forms of rights to occupy an apartment (Brattström 1999, p. 143) or other volumes of space.

So far, there is not much written about the independent 3D property type (see e.g. van der Merwe 1994; Paulsson 2007), especially in publications from Europe where this type seems to be quite rare. It may seem that the stratum instrument is not used to the extent that would be possible (Paulsson 2007). When Sweden introduced this form it was as one of few countries in Europe, and therefore, when Swedish legislators made the initial preliminary study, they had to look at other countries, such as Australia and Canada, for inspiration (SOU 1996:87). In New South Wales the strata title system is rather well described in the literature, while it is more difficult to find examples of stratum in publications. A reason for this is in my opinion that the stratum subdivision is more similar to the conventional 2D subdivision of properties, and does not have the same need for regulation of the relationship between...
properties and property owners, as well as management issues. In comparison, the strata title scheme with its subdivision into smaller units with common property is often connected with housing living conditions, and relations between neighbours.

The independent 3D properties are often treated as, or similar to, the traditional 2D property and can be regulated by the same legislation. The independent 3D property type can be seen as just a regular 2D property in most aspects, only delimited horizontally as well. This approach exists in the Swedish legislation, as well as in New South Wales and Victoria, where there is no separate act for the 3D property or stratum unit, it is simply included in the acts for traditional 2D property units. The regulation of 3D properties has been integrated into the regular real property legislation and the Victoria Subdivision Act makes no distinction between 2D and 3D properties, i.e. conventional subdivision and strata. Thus, a lot in Victoria is defined as a specific unit of land, building or airspace that can be separately owned (Consumer Affairs Victoria 2004, p. 1). The relationship between independent 3D property units can be compared with the relationship between traditional property units on the ground, where general rules for neighbour relations apply, or agreements are made. Agreements are often made to settle issues related to the use of common property, management etc., as with the special type of agreement that is used between strata in New South Wales, where all common elements and services within the building are regulated by an agreement between stratum lot owners and strata title associations, but there is no single association for all properties within the building.

In contrast, the condominium type includes a relationship between the property units that is more interdependent and sharing, and where the freedom of action is more limited for the owners (Sandberg 2001, p. 204). A certain legal framework is then needed to regulate these co-ownership relations between the units and their owners. Thus, one of the main differences that can be found between the independent 3D property type and the condominium type is the level of cooperation between the property units. There may seem to be a large difference between the two condominium forms, condominium ownership and condominium user right, due to their different levels of ownership. However, they have a very similar construction, and the actual disposition right to the apartment in practice does not differ much between these two types. For the condominium user right, the owners’ disposition right to the apartment comes very close to actual ownership right to the apartment, since there is an exclusive right to use it. The tenant-ownership type, although being an indirect form of ownership, in practice also includes more or less the same type of disposition right as the condominium types, and the same right to use common areas (Brattström 1999, pp. 73-75, 92), for example regarding what measures may be taken with the interior of the apartment, disposition, common property, membership in the association, etc.

4.2 Comparison of Swedish 3D property with the standard types
In comparison with the standard types of 3D property rights, it is possible to discern some differences in the Swedish forms of such property in relation to the standard types. It seems that the Swedish 3D property and the condominium are very similar to each other. The much used tenant-ownership type is also of importance when making such a comparison and in trying to find differences both between the Swedish forms and in relation to the standard types. The Swedish 3D property unit belongs to the independent 3D property type in the sense that it
has the independent features of that type and is used for larger units with purposes such as separating different types of use, enclosing infrastructure objects, etc. (Paulsson 2011). However, the condominium unit is also a 3D property unit, although a special kind of it for a special purpose or limitation. But being a 3D property unit it still belongs to the independent 3D property type in that sense. In the legislation, the condominium unit is even defined as a 3D property unit, but intended only for one residential apartment.

In the two Australian states New South Wales and Victoria, each with its own 3D property legislation, there are as mentioned two main types of 3D property, namely the stratum of the independent 3D property type, and the strata title of the condominium type. In comparison, the Swedish 3D property unit is of the independent 3D property type, with a requirement for larger units than just a single apartment, but with certain features from the condominium type, such as the existence of common property and management associations. The Swedish type, unlike the Australian stratum, is limited to constructions, such as buildings, tunnels, etc. The stratum can be located both on the ground and in the air, with no need for connection with a building, i.e. it is an air-space parcel. Height and depth are restricted and the boundaries of the stratum are related to height datum, not to any building structure (Paulsson 2007, p. 157). The Swedish 3D property is, however, very similar in other respects, with similar fields of application.

If comparing with the usual main features for the independent 3D property type, these are fulfilled for the Swedish 3D property unit. There is no need for any connection with the ground parcel. The 3D property unit can cross several underlying parcels, but access to the ground level must be secured in the property formation. Neither is there any requirement of common parts. Often it is a larger unit, including several apartments or offices, or used for facilities and infrastructure, such as tunnels. As a 3D construction property it has to be related to a building or construction. The relationship between the independent 3D property units can be handled through agreements, such as easements, or through the general laws about neighbour relations. However, common property can be created and then the relationship between the properties can be dealt with through an association or part-owner management.

The same regulations as for traditional 2D property will apply also to the 3D property, with only a few special regulations added. There is no special separate 3D property or condominium act, even though a previous proposal on condominium suggested the introduction of a Condominium Act (SOU 2002:21). This is in line with the development in Victoria, but unlike the situation in New South Wales and Germany which have separate Condominium Acts. As mentioned, 3D property in Victoria is integrated in the legislation for traditional 2D property units, just like in Sweden, but in Germany and New South Wales they are still separated. There are not much detailed regulations in the Swedish 3D property legislation, unlike the German condominium legislation which is regulated quite in detail but also has a large influence from legal practice (Demharter 2002, p. 72), and New South Wales with its very detailed rules on e.g. insurance requirements for the strata title.

There are other reasons for not categorising Swedish 3D property and condominium units into the independent 3D property and condominium ownership types. Unlike e.g. New South Wales where the stratum (independent 3D property) unit can be subdivided into strata title
(condominium) units this is not done in the Swedish case in the same way. A condominium unit can be situated within another 3D property unit, but it is still related to the ground parcel and is considered to take out the space volume from the ground parcel (Unger 2012). Another reason for why the Swedish 3D property unit can be seen as falling in between the independent 3D property unit and the condominium is the fact that the boundaries usually relate to a construction. In other systems, such as New South Wales, the stratum often is related to coordinates, even within a building.

Comparing again with the German condominium system which belongs to the dualistic condominium ownership and not the monistic condominium user right, it is still the co-ownership that is regarded as the primary ownership there. What makes the German condominium belong to the dualistic condominium ownership form is that it is the apartment itself that is being owned (Bejrum et al. 2000, pp. 41-42). The condominium system is usually well defined and has many similarities in the different countries. It is seen as a threefold unity, with the individually owned unit, a share in the common property and the membership in the owners’ association as the three parts. The German condominium system contains these three parts (Bärmann et al. 2003, p. 31), but it is not a compulsory element in Sweden, nor in Victoria. The Swedish condominium does not have a requirement for common property, even though it is created in the usual case. In Germany, on the other hand, common property is a necessary element in order for the condominium to be formed since separate ownership of apartments is only allowed in connection with the common property. In the same way, in Victoria an association is compulsory only if there is common property connected to the 3D property, but in that case it is created automatically (Libbis 1996, app. 1:1.7). It is not regulated by law that an association must be created for the management of the Swedish condominium in all cases, but if joint facilities or joint property units are formed for managing common land and building parts related to the 3D property, an association is compulsory. The requirement for an association in these cases also for the Swedish independent 3D property unit is a feature that makes it seem like a mixture between the independent 3D property type and the condominium type.

A Swedish condominium can only be granted for accommodation purposes, unlike the German case, where condominium for office or commercial premises can be created (German Condominium Act, s. 1). It is also limited to be formed only in new buildings, or buildings that were not used for accommodation during eight years before the property formation of the apartment units, while in Germany condominium can be formed in former tenancy buildings (Gerremo 1998, p. 47). This is a limitation which does not change the nature of the property form, but it restricts the use of it and makes it more limited than in other countries.

Other differences can be noticed in the location and definition of property boundary between the property units. In general they are located in the surface of separating constructions in New South Wales and Germany, in the surface or centre of the constructions in Victoria and in Sweden determined based on the case. This has a bearing on what parts of the building should be included in private or common property and who should be responsible for these parts.
Actually, in many ways the Swedish tenant-ownership type is more similar to the condominium type than the Swedish condominium unit is. The tenant-ownership apartment must relate to a surface parcel on which the building is erected, which is not the case with the condominium apartment unit. Another reason is that there is a formal association managing the common parts relating to the tenant-ownership 3D property, similar to an owners’ association within a condominium scheme, although there is no such requirement for the condominium property, even though an association is created in most cases.

The fact that the indirect ownership of apartments in Sweden, the tenant-ownership, is already existing since many years and is a well-functioning form of 3D property right, can be a reason for why this form is still the dominant one and that the condominium type is not much used to date. Another reason for this is the restriction that it is not allowed to form condominium property within existing residential buildings. As mentioned, this will now be investigated by the government (Dir. 2012:44) and it might thus be changed in the future.

5. CONCLUSIONS

When analysing Swedish 3D property rights and comparing them with the categorised standard types, it is possible to find that many of the features of these types exist also for the Swedish forms. Hence, there is a variety of types of 3D property now existing in Sweden. When comparing with the 3D property forms in other legal systems, there are many similarities. However, differences exist and the Swedish 3D property and condominium forms differ from the standard types in certain ways. It is interesting to notice that they are still actually rather similar to each other, and the tenant-ownership form also has many similarities with those forms. Perhaps this can be one of the reasons for why these types of property have not yet been used to a large extent in Sweden. The forms are not clear enough in themselves and between each other, so that people will not understand how to use them and why to choose one or the other.

Even though each country or state has its own legislation, there are specific issues common for 3D property rights. This makes it important to study the general common aspects. It is interesting to see e.g. the different ways in which the two Australian systems for 3D property in New South Wales and Victoria have developed. If comparing Sweden with those, it is possible to notice that there are more similarities with the Victoria system than with the one in New South Wales.

The research for this article started with the preconception that the Swedish 3D property types should differ from the international standard types. However, during my study I realised that all these forms in fact are rather similar and that certain elements are needed just for being a 3D property, and also that the basic construction of these forms is rather similar even though the legal systems differ. This further supports the findings from the previous study (Paulsson 2007) that there are certain key factors that seem to be important when creating a successful system for 3D property rights and that these factors should be analysed when comparing systems and developing new ones.
The intention of this study has not been to make a full comparison of all aspects of 3D property rights. It has rather been to show examples of in what way they can differ and how that makes a 3D property form in a country in practice belong more or less to one standard category of 3D property or another. It has previously been noticed that much research within the field of 3D property rights only is describing national systems and contains less of comparison with other countries and generalisation of results (Paulsson and Paasch 2011). Making these international comparisons is of use both for the general understanding of 3D property and in developing a country’s own system for it. A further comparison of 3D property types may give input to a deeper understanding of 3D property in general and point to new solutions in the development of the concept of 3D property on a national level.
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